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Objective 
1o aware students about various career opportunities after post engineering

studies. 
2. To acquaint the students GATE, ESE and PSUs. 

Outcomes 

.ldentity various career opportunities in government sector, research field as 

well as private industries. 

2. Motivate students to achieve their goals by preparation of competitive exams 

like GATE,ESE and PsUs 

3. Encourage for doing specialization which help for Make in India. 

On 22nd September 2017, the seminar on Future Career Prospect for 

Engineers and Post Engineering studies" was successfully carried out at 

G.M.Vedak Institute of Technology, Tala by ACE Engineering Academy, Pune. 

Students of GMVIT got the valuable guidance of Dr. Nainar Reddy who is 

specialized in Research and marketing, currently working as Business Business 

Development and Operations for ACE engineering Academy along with that he is 

also a guest faculty.in school of management studies,JNTUH. 

Seminar started with felicitation of guest Dr. Nainar Reddy and Mr. 

Amol Doiphodé, with 1/C Principal of GMVIT Prof. V.M.Shelke, then Prof. 

A.R.Ghadge intródueed honorable Guest and Speaker Dr. Nainar Reddy and also 

expressed his yaluable words after welcome greetings. 
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The /C Principal Prof.V.M.Shelke gave his valuable gua 

students before the presentation of Dr. Nainar Reddy An impressive presentation of Dr.Nainar Reddy included masi 
Us. 

possible points which must be taken care of while preparing GATE,ESE and t 

Slarted with the introduction of ACE Engineering Academy for GATE, 

and PSUs and covered the following points 
What are the various career opportunities post engineering stud idies 

OW exams like GATE/ESE can help in achieving their dreams or 

getting a government job 
What exactly are PSUs and how to crack them in one attempt 

Tips and tricks to employ for better score in such a competitive exams 

what are the previous cut off 

A short note on how can help students to achieve their goals and many 

more things. 

Many students cannot figuratively decide that what should they do 

after BE, they got many options like, corporate job, PSU, Phd, ESE but usually 

most of the students get confuse and Dr. Nainar Reddy explained the pros and cons 

of each field according to once interest. He explicates the strategies for the 

preparation of GATE and ESE. 

the students gave a joyful response throughout the session. Some 

students curiously raised some doubts and Dr. Reddy gave satisfying answers of all 

questions 

Lastly, Prof. P.M.Autade ended the program by thanking the Guests 

Dr. Reddy, Mr. Amol Doiphode, VC Principal Prof. V.M.Shelke, HOD of 

mechanical, all students and all Co-ordinator who made that program successful. 
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